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D122 electric tram at St.Peters Terminus
Adelaide, 29th August 1956.
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MAINTENANCE

IN ADELAIDE-1932

By S. A. Fisher, A.M.I.E.(Aust)
From 1929, regular conferences have been
held of managers of Australian and New Zealand transport authorities. Many technical
matters were discussed at these conferences,
matters which will be of interest to those operating tramway museums today. The following
paper was originally given to the 1932 Australian and New Zealand Tramways Conference.
CONTACT WIRE - When the Adelaide Tramway System was inaugurated both 3/0 B & S
gauge round and grooved hard drawn copper
contact wire was used.
As the life of grooved wire has been found
to be shorter than that of round, and owing
to the difficulty of preventing grooved wire
from twisting on its axis between points of support and the abnormal wear which occurs
immediately under the ears, round wire is now
used for all new work and renewals. In some
instances the wear under the ears takes place
so rapidly that the ordinary grooved-wire ears
have to be replaced by envelope ears to protect
the wire.

Contact wire should not be stressed to a
tension in excess of the yield point, which in
hard drawn copper is approximately 60% of the
ultimate tensile strength.
On new construction work a dynamometer
is used for tensioning the contact wire, but on
renewal work wire is stressed until the sag is
slightly less than that in old wire to allow for
the slight increase in sag that takes place when
the drum kinks straighten out. New trolley wire
is stressed to 1,400 lbs at 70°F., which gives a
factor of safety of 3.25 at minimum air temperature of 35°F. The sag at 70°F. is approximately twelve inches on spans of forty yards.
Types of contact wire in use are Hard Drawn
Copper, both grooved and round; Cadmium
copper, grooved and round; and phono-electric
round.
Linesmen checking anchor ears on each side
of a Section insulator in FuUarton Road,
Parkside.
John Radcliffe

